[The serum insulin level in severe hepatitis patients].
Serum insulin (SI) levels were determined in 36 severe hepatitis patients by RIA. The average level of SI in chronic severe hepatitis (CSH) patients was 43.18 +/- 27.12 mu.L-1, and subacute severe hepatitis (SSH) patients 28.91 +/- 12.77 mu.L-1. Both were increased significantly as compared with normal controls (P < 0.01), and the level of SI in patients died from SSH and CSH was increased significantly than those alive (P < 0.05). The level of SI at the fastiguium stage of the disease was significantly higher as compared with that of the convalescence stage (P < 0.05). The results suggest that SI may aid to evaluate the severity of the illness and to estimate the outcome of the patients.